RECOMMENDED TOOL LIST

The following is a list of items that are highly recommended to have on site while operating a Dino Six dredge.

1. Grease Gun
2. Set of Standard Hand Tools, hammer, wrenches, etc.
3. Safety Flotation Devices
4. Small Flat Bottom Boat (for accessing dredge, servicing cutterhead, refueling)
5. Small Pry Bar
6. Cable Cutter / electrical tape
7. Sledge Hammer
8. Walkie Talkie
9. 10’-12’ PVC Pipe or 2x4 for Depth Gauge
10. 5 Gallon Bucket (onboard storage of tools, towels, dish soap)
11. Bottle of Dawn Dish Soap (for oil sheen if spilled/leaked)
12. Lengths of Rope (tie offs for dredge, pulling discharge pipe, etc.)
13. Roll of Flagging (for marking cable runs in traffic areas)
14. Fuel can